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0. Introduction 
Various kinds of semantics for intuitionistic logic have been introduced since 
Tarski and Stone introduced topological models. The most successful among 
them, for the purpose of handling actual formal theories (suct~ as the theories of 
algebraically closed fields, linear order, etc.) has been the semantics invented by 
Kripke [21]. It was however fairly late before problems conce~ning the hard core 
of mathematics, that is to say arithmetic and analysis, were tackled. Arithmetic 
was considered in Smorynski's Ph.D. thesis (for the relevant parts see [32]) and in 
[7]. 
Real analysis, on the other hand, was given an extremely elegant interpretation 
by Scott in the framework of topological interpretations [28, 29]. The next step 
was made by J. R. Moschovakis, who adapted Scott's method to give an 
interpretation of (a variant of) Kleene-Vesley's theory of choice sequences. In [4] 
the topological interpretation was used for the theory of species of natural 
numbers, HAS, and at the same time Smorynski extended the methods of Kripke 
model theory to HAS [11]. 
The framework of Kripke models, however well suited to HA and HAS, turned 
out to be unsuitable for a theory of sequences. Or, to be precise, the approach 
that fitted HAS did not work for a theory of choice sequences. 
This made us go back to an older semantics, namely that of Beth [1, 2], which 
proved to be especially suited for the interpretation of sequences. The reason, in a 
nutshell, is: in a Kripke model a IkVx3Iy~x = y means that the interpretation of
in a is total. In a Beth model, in contrast, alI-Vx 3!y ~x = y means that for each 
input n "eventually" ~ will converge (for a precise formulation see 1.3). This 
allows us to have a constant domain (of just the standard natural numbers). In the 
Kripke model one would have to extend the first order domain by adding 
nonstandard numbers. This latter fact would make the model totally unmanage- 
able. 
One must, of course, bear in mind that Beth models are less adaptable to the 
tricks that made Kripke models so successful (eft. [32]), so that one cannot expect 
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the same raetamathematical f ll out. The main purpose of th~s paper is to exploit 
the greater fle~;ibility, when compared to topological models, to give simpler 
proo.f~ of the satisfaction of certain axioms and profit from a greater accessibility 
of the combinatorial properties. As Scott pointed out the present model is only a 
topok gical model m disguise, for details see Section 2. So at the cost of some 
unprofitable ffurts the results can be translated into topological language. 
A:pzr~ from a greater perspicuity the model offers us also a simple interpreta- 
tion ~:f the ~heor~ of the creative subject, which has for some time been 
considered "':p;ovocative, attractive and dangerous" ([30, p. 107]), Whatever the 
theor3, may be, at teast now we know it is consistent. 
The last pw~-t of this paper is devoted to interpreting lawless sequences. We feel 
that there is much left to be done here. Our lawless sequences do not satisfy bar 
cont~auity, nor is the class of lawlike functions tota]!y satisfactorily interpreted. 
For ~:he pres,~nt we i~.ust rest satisfied having made lawless sequences "visible", 
which has its wAue for pedagogical purposes. 
Ackl,owledgemerlt~ 
Most of tl'z~e :'esul;s of lhe second part of the paper were obtained during the 
acade.~rnic yezLr 1:97~/75 at the Mathematical Institute in Oxford. Discussions with 
Robi~ G~.ndy, Dana Scott, Jeff Zucker and comments of the referee have 
contributed ~o form and content of the paper. 
1, DefinilJon~ 
1.1. "t?,e la~g~uage 
For the first p ~rt of the paper it sufficie, s to consider just one kind of variable for 
functions, when ~he occasion arises we will add more symbols to tbe language. 
Essentially we use the language of Kleene's F IM [13]. To restrict the notational 
complications to a minimum, we will often use the same symbol for an object aad 
its name, or use the same variables on a syntactic and a semantic level. It will, 
however, always be clear in what way a symbol is wed at a certain place. The 
language contains 
number variables x, y, z . . . . .  
number constants 0, 1, 2, 3 , . . . ,  
constants for primitive recursive functions and relations S, -F~ •, '-=-, sgn, etc. (of. 
FIM, 5.5 or [32], 1.3.9.) 
choice sequence variables ~, ~, ¢, . . . .  
logical connectives v, ^, - ,  -1, 3, V. 
Terms are understood to be aumerical. Atomic formulae are of the form s = t, 
where s and ~ are terms. Both terms and formulae are introduced by their familiar 
inductive definitions. 
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We assume a standard coding of finite sequences of natural numbers onto the 
natural numbers (cf. [32], 1.3.9.C) The coding of the sequence no . . . . .  nk is 
denoted by {no . . . . .  nk). The "decoding" functions ( )~ satisfy ({no . . . . .  n~,))~ = n~ 
for i<~ k. There is a primitive recursive concatenation function *, such that 
{no . . . . .  nk) * {nk+l . . . . .  n,}={no . . . . .  %),  
and a length function ith such that Ith {no . . . . .  nk) = k + 1. The empty sequence 
has the code { ) = 0, and lth { } = 0. For a sequence ~ (or function f) the coding 
of the initial segment of length k ~0 . . . . .  ~(k - 1) is denoted by ~k (or fk ) .  
If s is (a coding of) a finite sequence, then s * ~ is the sequence ~1 such that 
(s)~ for i < lth s, 
~li = ~( i -  lth s) else. 
We will use boldface a to denote the constant function hx • n. k ~ is an abbrevia- 
tion for the sequence of length n consisting of k's only. 
1.2. Beth models 
A Beth model is a quadruple {M, <., D,  V),  where {M, <~) is a partially ordered 
set (the domain of the model) and V is the valuation mapping assigning atomic 
formulas to elements of M. To be precise, we assume that the l~nguage is 
augmented by constants for all elements d of D. Let At be the set of all closed 
atomic formulas in the extended language. Then V :At  × M ~ {t, f}. V is subject 
to the following condition: if a <~/3 and V(A ,  a )  = t, then V(A , /3 )  -=- t. 
The elements of M will be denoted by a, /3, % ~ . . . . .  a is a successor of /3 
(equivalently/3 is a predecessor of a) if/3 ~< a. a is an ,.'mmediate successor of/3 if 
/3~a and /3<~3,<~ /3= ~/. 
A path P through a is a maxbnal inearly ordered subset of M containing a. 
A bar B for a is a subset of M with the property that each path through a 
intersects it. Although not nec,~ssary, it is often convenient to restrict our 
attention to "economic" bars, i.e. bars B with the property a ~</3 and a,/3 e B 
a =/3. Using a classical metamathematics, including the axiom of choice, we can 
always cut down a bar to an economic one. 
The satisfaction (or forciJ ,g) relation U-G M×SENT,  where SENT is the se, t of 
sentences, i.e. closed formulae, is defined inductively: 
II- A iff there is a bar B for ~, such that for each/3 e B, V(A , /3 )  = t, for atomic 
A. 
a lI" A ^ B if[ a ll- A and a lb B. 
a l I -AvB if[ there is a bar B for a, such that for each /3eB,  /31kA or/31!kB. 
a lkA- - ->B iff for each /3~a,  /311-A ~/31kB. 
ale ' -hA iff for each ~--->a, /3~A(i.e. not /31kA). 
a lkVvA(v)  iff for all d e D, a lkA(d) .  
a ll-:loA(o) iff there is a bar B for a~, such that for each /3 e B there exists a 
d~D with /311-A(d). 
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For arbitrary formulae we define oLIFA iff o~IFA ~, where A a is the universal 
ctcsure of A. We say that A holds in the model M if for all aeM,  alFA. 
]!n practice {M, <<. ~ often is a tree, then A holds in the model if A is forced by 
the bottom t~ode of the tree. In this paper we think of our trees as growing 
upwards, Le. a </3 means a is below ~. 
Note thztt we can dispense with negation, as ~A can be defined as A ~ 0 = 1 
(our mod,!*s wiL contain arithmetic), so we will mostly omit the case of the 
negation in inductive proofs. 
The main facts concerning Beth models can be found in [1, 21, 26]. We list 
some without proof: 
Facts 1.2,.1. (i) c~IFA ¢:~ there is a path P through a, such that for each /3 e P, 
/3~:A, 
fii) ~IkA ¢~ there is a bar B for ~, such that for each /3 ~ B, /31FA, 
(iii) ~-<~/3 and alFA ~/3tFA. 
The following basic theorems hold for Beth models 
C~msi~teney Iemma, If FF A, then there is a Beth model M such that [or all C ~ F, 
Mfk C, bu~ MI~ A. 
S~,f,~ng Co,repleteness Theorem. FFA ¢~ FIFA, 
w[~ere F i,~. a set of sentences, F stands for derivability in intuitionistic predicate 
legl~c and glFA stands for "for each M, MIFC, for all C¢ F~MIFA" .  
B~th the completeness theorem and the consistency lemma are theorems in a 
clas:dca~ rae~:amathematics. The proofs actually show something stronger: in- 
tuitionistic p~ edicate l~gic is complete for Beth models over trees, i.e. the M's can 
be restricted ,to trees. 
In order to s~rnplffy our exposition we will freely use the quantifiers A (for all), 
V (there exists) in our metalanguage. 
1.3. The model [or analysis 
We will now provide a specific Beth model for the interpretation of choice 
sequences. There are many candidates for the underlying tree, we will pick a 
simple tree. M is the set of all finite sequences of natural numbers with the 
natural ordering: a ~</3 iff a is an initial segment of/3. The model has the set of 
natural numbers, oJ, as its "first order" domain. The second order domain consists 
of all possible systems of growing partial functions ~. 
More precisely, ~ is a mapping which associates to each node a a partial 
function ~t~l, subject o the following two conditions 
(i) a~</3 @ ~t~l____~t~l. 
(ii) For each path P, O {~t~l j o~ e P} is a total function. 
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The second order domain consists of all those mappings ~. Note that one of the 
features of Beth models is that the domain is constant, in our case this is 
confirmed as the ~'s are there right at the beginning, only they are not fully 
defined in a node in general. 
A convenient intuitive picture to keep in mind is provided by the well-known 
abstraction of the idealized mathematician, M. M pursues mathematical research 
and the underlying tree of the model represents the possible stages arid transittions 
from one stage to another. M acquires basic facts (atomic formulae) and he 
constructs values for sequences. A path in the tree represents a completed course 
of research, therefore ~ yields a total function along a path (remember that in our 
system sequences are total ~ to treat partial functions one would only have to 
drop condition (ii) in the definition above). 
The interpretation of sequences in nodes can in an obvious way be extended to 
an interpretation of terms in nodes: 
t t~ is obtained from t by substituting the partial functions ~t~l, ~/t~, ~t~, . . .  for 
the occurrences of ~, ~/, ~, . . . .  
We now define 
V(R( t l  . . . . .  tk), ct) = t, 
for closed terms, iff tt~ j . . . . . .  tt~ ] are defined and R(t  t~ . . . . . .  t~ l) holds in co. 
Note that the predicate R is primitive recursive, so that for natural numbers 
n~ . . . . .  ~'k the validity of R(n~ . . . . .  nk) is already determined in the bottom node 
( ) .  The following trivial facts are easily checked, 
(i) if t t'~ is defined and ~ <~/3, then t t'~l = t t~J, 
(ii) if a ~</3 and V(R( t~. . .  tk), a) = it, then V(R(h  . . .  tk),/3) = t. 
As an example of a forcing clause we have 
ct U- ~n = m C:~ V B A [3 e B~t~ ln~ = m 
(note that ~t~an eed not be defined!). 
We now show that ~ has the right functional properties. 
Lemma 1.3.1. al I -Vx 3 Iy  ~x = y fgr all a. 
Proof. Suppose cdFVx 3y (~x = y), then there is an n and a path P through a 
such that for each/3 ~ P and each m/3 U'-~:n = m. In particular n~ Dora ~m for each 
/3 ~ P, hence U {~1t /3  ~ P} is not total. Contradiction. It is immediate that 
a I~'Vxyz (~x = yA ~x = z---, y = z). 
From lemma 1.3.1 we also learn that for each n and a there is a bar B for a on 
which ~ converges, i .e. /~ /3 ~B!~t~Jn (where !~°~n stands for Vm~t~Jn = m). 
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Examples 
(l) £t '~:=hc.  0, for all a. 
(2) ~1 [~ J= ~, for all a. Here we conveniently consider the finite sequence a as a 
partial fw,~c6or~. 
(31 (tol -~  and ~7 ~'q= hx-(a)0,  if lth a>O.  
is extremely lawlike, it is fixed for once and for all. "O on the other hand is rather 
lawless, at no ~ode a can we say more than the trivial about future choices. For 
example ( )!k%x~lx=O, since there is a path P through ( ) such that Aa~ 
PA~ n~'~n'o. But also ( )[FVx~/x¢0. 
is "loc:'qy" ccnstant when viewed from outside the model, but ( ) IF 
3y Vx .~x -- y. Namely, take the bar B consisting of all nodes of length 1, for each 
of these nodes (k) we have (k) IF Vx Cx = k. So inside the model ¢ is a constant 
function, the, distinction with ¢ is that for ¢ there is a constant, namely 0, such that 
( ) ~k Vx Cx = 0, whereas there is no such constant for ¢. 
It often happens one wishes to establish a lbA  where A contains choice 
parameters. These parametcr~ enter in the formula through their values, which 
may be undefined in a. For a specific argument n one can always consider a bar 
for ~, such tha'~ the values, ~:(r,), concerned are determined on the bar. The same 
resut  is ~:cl~ieved by replacing A( . . .  ¢(n). • -) by 
3yt,~n = yAA(" "- y . , - ) ) .  
2. "l~ae re|a~ion wi~h l~oschovakis ~ model 
In [22] a topological model for second order intuitionistic arithmetic with 
choice, ~;eque'nce variables is exhibited, in which choice sequences are interpreted 
as co;lfinuou~; reap'Dings from Baire space into Baire space. The model introduced 
in Secti(m L.3. is irl effect a special form of a topological model. 
It is well-kn~ w> how to convert Beth models into topological models: for a 
given sentence 4 define the value [[All in the topological space, determined by the 
underlying tree of the Beth model with its tree topology, as {Ptk /a  e PalI-'A}. 
The correspondence between our choice sequences and the continuous map- 
pings from Baire space into Baire space can be given as follows: an element f of 
Baire space corresponds naturally with a path in our underlying tree, so define 
~'(f) = U {(~l[ f through a}. 
By definition ~: co w --~ ~o °'. ~ is continuous, since in order to determine ~(f)(k) we 
ordy have to find the bar B such that for each/3 ~ B, ~(k )  is defined. Thus an 
initial segment of f determined by B determines tile required value. Now 
f ~ ~(k)= p~ ¢:~ f passes threugh an a such that a Ik~(k)= p. 
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Conversely let a continuous ~ : ~o ~' --~ ~o0' be given. We find a corresponding ~ in 
the Beth model by determining a family of bars B. such that for each bar B., ~n is 
evaluated. 
~3y ~n = y~ = ¢o ~ or U ~n = m~] = ~o '~, 
rn  
so there is a covering of Baire space by the family ~n = m]l lm e o~}. This 
covering is represented in the underlying tree as :l bar /3,. Now we define 
~t~n = m if the neighbourhood determined by/3 is included in [[~n = m]], i.e. if f 
passes through /3 then f e [[~n = m]. Because for each n there is such a covering 
the ~ as defined above satisfies the conditions (i) and (ii) of Section 1.3. Clearly 
The association of ~ to ~ is not unique, but unique up to identity in the model. 
Thus if ~ and ~' are associated to ~ via the family of coverings then ( ) II-~ = ( .  
Observe that 
where U o is the basic neighbourhood associated to /3, and hence ~A]]= 
U {Ue I/3lbA} (use induction). 
The reason for pursuing the investigation of our model, in the presence of the 
topological model, is that we feel the structure of Beth models is more easily 
accessible to combinatorial manipulations, as will appear in the sequel 
3. Properties ot the model 
In this section we will investigate the validity of certain principles of intuitionis- 
tic analysis. For a discussion of these principles the reader is referred to [13] and 
[20]. 
3.1. Kripke' s Schema 
Kripke's Schema asserts for each statement the existence of a sequence which 
witnesses the validity of A in a certain sense. 
KS 3~(A ~ 3x ~x ~ 0). 
It is often convenient to assume that the ~ takes only values 0 and 1. The above 
version of Kripke's schema is actually the strong variant, the weak variant reads 
KS "~ 3~[(mA~->Vx~x=O)A(3x~x~-O--~A)]. 
Since our model satisfies the strong schema we will not consider KS w. 
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Theorem 3o1.1. ( ) tkKS. 
}i'~rooL et A be given. Define { by 
'~"!(ltha)={lo else.if a lga '  
Then 
a lga  } ('~a(lth a) = 1 f f  alk3x (~x¢:0). 
Conversely 
alg3x (¢:x#O)© V B,, A#eBVn,/3F~n#O. 
By raising the bar, if necessary, we can make sure that for each/3 ~ B, ¢4°~n = 1. 
Sc by the above definition we have/31gA for each/3 ~ B. And hence by Fact 1.2.1 
(ii) algA. This shows ( } Ig3~(A<.-~,3x~x¢:O). 
Note that there actually is a ~ in the model such that ( ) gA<-.>3x~x#O, so that 
we don't have m put locally defined .~'s together. 
3.2. VCeak continuity 
The general sclq~ema of weak continuity is of the form 
we V~i3xA(g,x)---->~g~3x3y'~t~l(~y=~ly--e A( ,x)). 
WC in its full general~ty does not hold in the model (see Theorem 3.2.3), but we 
can show the v;Aidity of the following special cases: 
WC! where ti;,e V3 combination is strengthened to V'~! (3!x stands for "there is 
a uniqc, e, x") arid 
WC ~t where A(,~, xi~ contains no choice parameters save ~. 
Thet~rem 3.2.1. ( ) IFWC! 
Proof. Let a'tFV~3!xA(~, x). Then 
A¢VBA/3~B V n, /3 IFA(~:, n) 
and 
A n',/3 IFA (~, n') f f  n = n'. 
Now suppose 
or  
alFV#3!x =ly Vr/(~y = ~y ---> A(~, x)) 
(1) 
VeVPA~ePAm, nVnV'~>--~, ~lg~Tm = ~m (2) 
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P 
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Fig. 1 
and 
vt~A(n, n) 
(here P is tacitly assumed to pass through a). 
Consider a ~ as given in (2), by (1) we can find a bar B for a such that in each 
/3~B there exists an n (depending on /3), such that /311A(~, n) and this n is 
uniquel): determined. 
By (2) there is a path P through a with the desired properties. Consider a 
sequence of elements of P, such that /31ePDB and /3~+1 is the immediate 
successor of /31. 
For each /3~ we find a ~/~ and an ~ such that /3~ <y~ and y~ll-~= ~i and 
y~A(rL  n), where n belongs to /31, i.e. /3~I~-A(~, n). 
By (1) there is a bar B~ for ~,~ such that on it A(~, p) holds for suitable,, p. 
However, there is a path P~ through y~ on which A(~, n) fails. So there is a/~ in 
the intersection of B~ and P~ such that 8~ II-A0fl~, n~) for some n~ ~ n. It clearly is no 
restriction to suppose that 
~, l j  and ~,~j 
converge for j<  i. We now stick together the ~ and the ~l~'s in order to produce a 
sequence which unites in it the properties of all of them. Define ~ by 
/ ~t~ for ~>13~, ~t03 t{0 ,1 , . - . , i -1}  for /31<~3<3~, ~t~t = ~ Ota~ for 6 </31, 
else. 
10 
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is a pr',po- sequence in the model. Apply (1) to ~': 
V B 'AraB*  V!n*, /3 II-A (~', n*). 
It is no restriction to su~pose that B* > B (i.e. A/3" ~ B* V/3  ~ B/3 </3*). 
Let ~ePf3B*  and choose e>fl~, such that for no ] e<~6 i or 6 j~e.  Then 
elI A((, n*) and also ell-~=~. Hence elbA(~, n*), so n = n*. Now 6~lk~:= ~7~ and 
~gli-A(.~., n), so 8gll-A(~?~, n). Contradiction. This shows 
alkV~ ~!x :::ty V~?(~y = ~lY ~ A(n, x)). 
Theorem 3.2,2. ( } II-WC d. 
Pre~d. Su:ppose ~I[-V~:3xA(~:, x) or 
A ¢ V B A 13 e B V n, [3 II-A(~, n) (1) 
and 
a ;F~ (3Y 3y ~v/(~y = ~y --+ A('q, x)) 
or 
V ~ V PA  "~ePA n, m V "q V ~3"  
61F~m=(?m and 6~A(n,n). (2) 
Let ~5 be a sequence satisfying (2). On the path P we select an increasing sequence 
of nodes ai such that ao =a and for each i the domain of ~,~ contains 
{0 . . . . .  i-1}. 
Now for each a,. (playing the role of 3') we select 6 .... and rl.~., as in (2). It is 
no restriction to assume that 
Dom t~ 1_ . .... 1}. ~r, ?a-  - {0 ,  m - 
\ 
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Next we define a sequence ~ combining the virtues of the ~ ..... 's. 
~t~l=0 for /3<oe, 
~t-*o-I = (,~,,j t {0 . . . . .  m - 1}, 
.~(,~,o,.,.<.~ = ~t~J  t {0 . . . . .  m - 1}, 
~,~*o~*m*~l= ,OIi~:~,(~,*(m~),..,,~(uh~)>l, for /3 ~ ( ) 
~[/3] = 0 for /3 incomparable to a. 
The effect of this definition is that we have an infinite path, a *0, along which we 
pursue ~, while on certain "side-nodes" we copy all the q ..... 's. Note that .~ is a 
proper sequence. 
Apply (1) to if: there is a bar B, such that for each/3 ~ B/3}~-A(~, p) for some p. 
Let /3=a*0"~B and /311-A(~,p), then ~'=/3*(1)*(p)lI-A(~,p). But /3'lt-.ff= 
Tl',,,p, where ,O'p is a "shifted" copy of ~1,,,, (see the above definition), hence 
¢ p 
/3 IbA(rl,~,, p). 
We observe that the Beth models, obtained by restriction of the tree to 
successors of /3' and 8,,,p are isomorphic with respect o r/,,,o and */,',,,o. Since A 
does not contain other choice parameters, an easy argument shows that we have 
8,,,plI-A(~lm,p, ). This contradicts (2). 
Theorem 3.2,3. Full weak continuity fails in the model. 
Proot. We construct a suitable formula A(~, ~, z) and a sequence ~1, such that ( ) 
II-V~ 3z A({, a~, z), but the continuity statement fails. 
A(~, n, z ) :=[ (z  =OA3x~x =0--+ 3y >0 ny =O)A(z~O--,3x~x =0)]  
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(cf. [11]). Define :~ by 
,{:~l =: {(0, 0)}, 
7{ '°°~'~ ={(0, 0), (t ,  1), (2, t) . . . . .  (n, 1)}, 
~=O for (a )o#0,  
rl t° ...... )=n~°°+']*0 for (a )o#0.  
A routine insFection shows ( )]]-V~ 3z A(~, "q, z) (distinguish the cases 0" IF~m = 0 
for some n an,. m, and [.J {~°q I n e oJ} has no zero. Now suppose we had weak 
continuity for A, then 
( )IFV~ 3z Elw V,~ (~w = ~w ~ [(z = 0A3X ~x = 0 --* ::ty > 0 nY = 0) 
^ (z ~ o --. 3x ~x = 0)]) 
or A ~V B A ¢~eB V m, n A ~rA v~t~ 
vl~- ~m = ~m :0 -/IFn =OA3xCx =0~ ~y >0 ny =0 
and ,~ IF n C O --~ ~x .~x = O. 
Cot sider the sequence ~ with ('~] = 1 for all a. Let B be the appropriate bar 
and say 0 ~ ~_B. Determine m and n and suppose 3,1Fgm = 1'". 
If ~;t=0, then 3 ,1F3x~x=0- - -~3y>0~y=0.  Take in particular ~ such that 
0 ~* ~ IF/Sin = 0, then t) k+~ IF 3y > 0 ~lY = 0. Contradiction. 
If t~ # 0, ~he'n 2¢il-3x ~x = 0. In particular, if we take ~ for ~, then 0 ~ IF3x ~x = 0. 
Contradiction,~ Hm~ce ( )~ WC. 
3.3. Choice S,'hemata 
In [20] ~he relative strength of various choice schemata with respect to EL  is 
investigated. ]lae results carry over immediately to a FIM-like system, so we can 
restrict ourselves, to showing the validity of the strongest one: RDC-F .  
Theorem 3.3.1. RDC-F  holds in the model. 
Proof. We have to show that 
( )IFV~[a (~:) -o ~-n(B(~, n)/x A l-q))]--* V#[A(#) 
~((~)O = ~AVX ~((~)x, (()x+,))]" 
Let 
then 
a IFV¢[A(O ---, 3n(B(~, n) A A ('0))], 
A tA~,~, I31-A(OO V B~A veB V n, ~,I~-B(~, n)^A(n). (1) 
Define (~)o such that it coincid~.~ with ~ in /3, i.e. ~[~]((0, n)) = ~] (n )  2or all 6 >i/3 
and all n. By (1) we can already in ~, define the required (~)~ to be "q. 
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We now iterate the process in order to define all the (O,,'s. Call the bar, we 
found above, B 1 and define ¢ts~((0, n)) = tirOl(n) for ~ belonging to 3, ~ ~ B ~ and 
8 >~ ~/~ (in all other cases ~t~1 =0). Let B"  and (SJ(m, n) already be defined for 
3~" ~B" .  Now apply (I) to (0 , ,  and 3,": there is a bar iq "'÷~ such that for each 
3~"+~B "+~ there exists an ~"+~ with the property 3,'~+~It-B((~),,rl'"'~)A 
A(~/"+~). 
Define (~l((m + 1, n)) = W'+~(n) for 6 >~ 3, "+~ for all the relevant 7'"+~'s. 
Claim 1. ~ is a proper sequence in /3, or 
/31FVxy 3z ¢((x, y)) = z. 
) r  
Am, nVBoAq/~BVp,  3dF~((m,n))=p. 
Fhis is easily shown by induction on m, using each time the trick of gluing 
together all the little bars By% +~ to one big bar. 
CIMm 2. if /31FA(~) for /3~a,  then 
/31F(Oo=~ and /31FVxB((O~,(O,+,). 
The first 
which is 
or  
statement reduces to 
A k, t3~l-3z (#k = z A ~((0, k)) = z), 
easily seen to be true. The second statement reduces to 
/3 I~-Vx 3~1, ~2(~1 = (Ox A ~2 = (Ox +~ A B(~,,  _~9), 
and 3'1F~2 = (~)m+t and 3'IFB(~I, ~2). The required bar B is the bar B .... ~, as given 
in the construction, and the ~1 and ¢2 are exactly the sequences (¢),~ and (0  .... 2, 
which are both given at B "+1. From claim 2 it immediately follows that 
a lkn(¢)  ~ ~g[(¢)o = ~AVxB((O~, t, Ox+,))]. 
T~s shows the validity of RDC-F.  
3.4. Bar induction 
Put 
l v£ 3x A(~x), 
I I  Vxy (Ay -~ A(y *(x))), 
I I I  Vy (Vx B(y * (x)) --> B(y)), 
IV Vy (Ay ~ By). 
14 
The .',cLema of bar induction reads 
BI  I ~.II/~ IH AIV--~ Bo. 
We will show t~at ( )II-BI. 
Let a IFV~ :~:' A(~x) or 
and 
or  
[~-Vxy A(y)  ~ A(y  * (x)) 
and 
or  
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Am,  nA~3~a /31t-A(m)~/31bA(m*(n)) 
,~ I[-Vy (Vx B(y * (x)) --~ By) 
Am A/3 i> a, (An,/3 IbB(m * (n))) =),/3 I-- Bm 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
and 
albVy(Ay-- ->By) or AmA/3~>~ /311- Am ~ /3 b Bm. (4) 
Now ~uppose 6:V-Bo. Let a have length k and put 
( )= ,~o<'"< ~k =,~. 
By (4i) we have akl~Ao and by (3) %lFB((nO) for some nl. Applying (3) 
and (4) repeatedly we fi~d n~ . . . . .  nk such that otk~A( (n  I . . . . .  nk)  ) and 
~kl~B(Oh . . . . .  nD). 
Ne:~t we will simultaneously extend ak and (n~ . . . . .  nk). Suppose % and 
(n~ . . . . .  np) ~ave been found, for p ~> k, such that lth % =p, ap~A((n~ . . . . .  no)) 
and %~ B(0~l ,  .... no)). 
There is a p~th P through ap such that for each ~P ~IFB((n~ . . . . .  no)). 
Choose a~,+t to be the immediate successor of % on P, then, by (3) and (4), again 
there is a np+~ such that %+ll~A((n1 . . . . .  np+l)) and %+l~B((n l , . . . ,  no+l)). 
As a result we find a path P through a(  = a k) such that P contains all the %'s.  
Define ~ta]:_-_- (rh . . . . .  n~), where i = lth/3 for all/3 ~_ P and define ~[~] in a suitable 
way for /3 net on P. 
By (1) there is a bar B such that for /3 ~B there is an m with /31PA(~m). Let 
ap ~ B fq P, then aplkA((nx . . . . .  n,,,)), since aplb~m = (n~ . . . . .  n,,). qllere are two 
cases to consider 
(i) m<~p, then by ¢2) %lI-A((n~ . . . . .  no)). Contradiction. 
(ii) re>p, then a,,ll-A((n~ . . . . .  rim)), since a,,~>%. Contradiction. Hence 
a Ib Bo. 
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Remark.  The proof is slightly more complicated than necessary, in order to make 
it valid in the case of lawless sequences. 
3.5. From weak to strong continuity 
Continuity, as formulated in Section 3.2,, can be strengthened by requiring the 
existence of a "modulus of continuity" function. First some preliminary defini~ 
tions 
Ko6"): = V~ ~x ~'(~x) ~ 0 ^ Vxy (~(x) ~ 0 ~ ~-(x * y) = ~(x)). 
For a ~" in Ko put ~-(~) :=/zz[~'(~x) = z + 1]. Now strong continuity is the schema 
SC V~=IxA(,~,x)--~]z~KoVtjA(~, r(~)). 
Corresponding to the restrictions in the case of weak continuity we have SC! and 
SC~L We will now show how to conclude the validity of SC! from the validity of 
WC! Suppose WC! holds in the model and a lkV~3!xA(~,  x), then 
or  
A~iV B~ A/3~B V !n  V mAnA3">~/3,3"it-~m='nm~3"lFA(~l,¢~). 
(1) 
It  is no restriction to suppose that for/3 ~ B!~]m. From (1) we conclude that for 
each ~ there is a bar B and a partial function "r~, such that 
~-teVJ(s) = n + 1 for s ~ ~m,  3' ~> # e B 
(< is the tree order) and hence 3'tFA(~, 1-(~)) for 3'~/3. 
The required function ~- will be obtained by piecing together these partial "re's in 
a suitable way. 
Note that if 6 ~ 3", s <~ t, then 
Let us fix for a moment  a node /3. The set of all (partial) functions ~'~ is 
compatible, i.e. the union is a function /~ and Fo has the property s < t and 
!FB(s)~ Fo(s) = Fo(t). Note that /3 ~< 3'=-~/7o ~_ F~. From the Fo's we will piece 
together the required function by induction on the length of /3. For /3 = a, we 
define ~'t~l(s)= F~(s) and for a minimal s ~ Dora F,~ we put ~-c~l(t)= 0 for all t < s. 
Let "r ~ be defined for all /3 of !ength less than k. Consider/3 of length k with 
immediate predecessor 3'. We extend ~.t-,J to ~'f~J by defining "rt~J(s)= Fo(s) for 
s ~ Dom F~-Dom "r tv~. Again, for a minimal s ~ Dom T t~, we put z~(t)= 0 fe; 
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all t < s. From zhe construction it is immediate that 
(i) c~,lt-'Vx 3y ~-(x)= y, i.e. ~" is a bona fide sequence, 
(ii) 1- is monotone, ioe. alFVxy (r(x) # 0 --~ ~'(x * y) = ,r(x)), 
(iii) e~I~-V~At ~¢, T(~)), or, more precise, alI-V~Vx (~'(~x) ~0--~ A(~, ~'(~x)). 
This establishes the validity of SC! in the model. 
4. E~ending the model to full second order arithmetic 
Consider a hybrid form of second order arithmetic with both sequence variables 
and species variables. We adapt our model in the following way: species are 
interpreted as "arbitrary" relations. That is, the interpretation of a species S in a 
node a, S ~J, is a subset of to and the interpretation is subject to the condition 
~ ~</3 © St~___ S ~j. 
The :'orcing relation is extended to atoms 'n 6 S' by a IF-n c S :: = there is a bar B for 
a su :h that for each /3~Bn~S tin. 
It ;,~ perfectly straightforward to show the validity of the comprehension schema 
and ~:he axiem of choice AC-NS 
Vx 3X A(X, x )---~ 3YVx  A(( Y)~, x) 
(the argume~at being a simplified version of 3.3). Likewise one establishes the 
validii~:,.¢ of 
UP! 
and 
t Jp ~l 
VX 3!x A(X, x) ~ 3!xVXA(X, x) 
~q'X 3x A(X, x)--~ 3x VX A (X, x), 
where A contains only X and x free, by mimicking the arguments in Theorems 
3.2.1 and 3.2.2. 
UP (obtained by removing the restrictions on UP ~j) fails in the model, as can be 
seen by a counterexample involving 
A(X, x):= Ix = 0---~ (3z (z~X)---~3y>O(~ly=O))]A[x#O---~3Z (z~X),  
where -# is as in Theorem 3.2.3 
Actually it is superfluous to carry out those details as species can be reduced to 
sequences by means of KS and AC-NF (see [6]). The reduction can be carried out 
inside the present model, hence the properties of the sequences determine the 
propertie,; of the species. 
A species S is decidable if ~4x (x e S v x~ S), or 
Vx3!y  [(y =0Ax~S)v(y  = 1Ax~S)] .  
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By AC-NN! 
3!~' ¥x  [(4:x = 0 A x ~ S) v (~x = i r, x~ S)]. 
So decidable species have characteristic functions, and conversely species with 
characteristic functions are decidable. 
In the model decidability has the following characterization 
a lFVx(xeSvx~S)C~An V BA I3~B Blkn~S or ~lbn~S. 
In metamathematical investigations (cf. [32]) Marko~'s principle and the Inde- 
pendence of Premiss Principle play a marked role. 
Following Smorynsk~ we formulate them in terms of species 
MP VX[Vx(x~Xvx~X) - - * (m-13x(x~X)~3x(x~X) ) ] ,  
IPo VXY[Vx(x~Xv-7x~X) - - -~( (Vxx~X-~ 
3yy~ Y)---~3y(3xx~X--~ ye  Y))]. 
In Smorynski's model both principles are valid, but that is a consequence of the 
forcing definitions for disjunctions in Kripke models. In our model decidable 
species are not (in general) totally determined at some bar, so validity cannot be 
expected. 
Theorem 4.1. MP fails in the model. 
Proof. Define a suitable species S 
St°J: = 0 St°4: = O, 
ksS  t~t :=a(O)>Ova(1)>Ov"  • -va(k )>O,  
else, where k < lth a. Clearly S is decidable. ( ) F -7-73x x E S since 
A a V ¢~0~ [31t-3xxeS 
However, ( )l~3xx~ S, since for each k and n 0~n ~ S. 
' l l leorem 4.:2. IPo fails in the model. 
ProoL Define suitable species S and T. 
I ¢ if a=( )  or a=(O),  
S t"l= {0 . . . . .  k - l}  if a=l  k or a~l  k*(O}, 
k{O . . . . .  lth a - 1} else. 
One easily sees that S is decidable 
f 
¢ if a=l  ~forsomei ,  
T (~)= {i} if l i * (k}~a and k>l ,  
w else. 
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We first show that ( )lt-Vx(x ~ S)--* 3y(y ~ T). By the definition of S, we have 
at l -Vx(x~S)  iff P* (k)~<a fo rsomek>l .  
But then al,t-3y(yE 7"). 
Now suppose ( )tl-=ly(Vx(x ~ S) ~ y E T), then 
\/ 3 A 13 ~B V n, [3lbVx(x~ S)--~ n~ 7". 
Consider such a bar B and let B contain the node P(i > 0). 1 ~ IkVx(x ~ S)~ n ~ T 
for some n, hen,:e 1 ~+" *21bVx(x~S)--~ ne  T. So 1 ~+" *21bn~ T, but this con- 
tradic~s t~.e definition of T. Hence ( )l~IPo. 
5. lntell~refing the creative subject 
In Brouwer's later papers procedures were introduced epending on the mental 
rctivity of an idealized mathematician. As to be expected, the results contradicted 
classical theorems, and provided stronger theorems in cases where formerly only 
i1~p~ausibility had been shown. For example intuitive arguments against the 
F rovability of Vr (r# 0--~ r~ 0) in the domain of the reals, could be strengthened 
t~) a proof of -'-..Vr (r~ 0 ~ r # 0). 
In the middle sixties Kreisel analysed Brouwer's notion of creative subject and 
proposed some axioms that had to be satisfied at the very least, see 
[16, 17, 30,23]. 
Irn order to exter~Ld a theory to a "theory plus creative subject" we add to the 
l~guage a new binary connective i-, with the extra clause for the formation of 
fo;wmlae: if t is a numerical term and A a formula, then ~-(n, A) is a formula. In 
c,mformky with the tradition we write k,A instead of k(n, A). 
T:~e intuitive interpretation of F,,A is "the creative subject has evidence for (or 
"has a proo ~ for") A at time n". Kreisel's axioms for b, (we will say instead "for 
the creative subject") are 
CS1 Vx (I-~A v ~t-~A), 
CS z Vxy (F~A ~ F~+~A), 
CS3 "3x bxA ~-~ A. 
Instead of CS3 one can use a weaker form 
CS~ (3xt-xA ~ A) / ' , (A  --~ "7-73xlk~A) 
and obta;n Brouwer's results. 
Let us call CS the conjunction of the three schemata (and the weaker form 
CSW). We will suppos," that in discussing CS we are dealing with a theory 
containing at least aritbm,,tic. In a theory of sequences, containing AC-NN!,  we 
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can deduce Kripke's schema 3~[Vx (~x~ 1)A(3X ~X = 1 ~ A)] from CS. Con- 
versely we have 
Theorem 5.1. I f  AN is some system of analysis containing Kripke' s schema, then 
AN+ CS is conservative over AN. 
This can be seen as follows: Add to the language of AN constants ~A as 
"witnesses" of all instances of Kripke's schema. This yields a conservative 
extension AN' of AN. 
Note that it is no restriction to require the ~A'S to be monotonic. Now we define 
a translation r by 
~'(A):=A if A does not contain F, 
,r(F,A) := ~A(n) = 1, 
and ~" distributes over the logical connectives. 
It is a matter of routine to show that AN+CSFA ¢:> AN'FT(A). This shows 
that AN+CS is conservative over AN. 
As a corollary we get the solution to an open consistency problem: 
CS is consistent with intuitionistic analysis containing RDC-NF, WC ~, WC!, BI. 
This result can also be obtained by semantic methods, as follows: consider our 
present model in which we will interprete the connective F by 
f if lth a>ln  and a has an initial seg- 
V(F,A,t~)= ment /3 of length n such that /31FA, 
else. 
a IF F~A is defined as in Section 1.2. 
Theorem 5.2. CS holds in the model. 
Proof. We verify the axioms, 
CS~ ( )IFVx (F~Av F~A) 
or 
AnVBA/3~B, /31FF,~A or /31F-7F,~A. 
Choose for B the set of all /3 of length n. For those/3 we have/3IF ,,A ¢~/31t-A 
and /3 IF-nF,,A oA  ~'>~/3/3'I~F,A O/31~A. Hence CS~ holds. 
CS2 Immediate. 
CS3 a tF3x F~A ¢:> V B A/3 ~ B V n, /3 IF F,,A. 
Now for each/3 ~ B form the bar B~ of nodes of length n (depending on/3) and 
join them together to a bar B', then for each 3,~B', 1,1FA, hence alt-A. 
II- A =:> a IF~lx F,A is immediate. 
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Althtmgh we now have established "the consistency of the creative subject", it 
would be even more gratifying to extract information from the model as to 
possible extensions of CS. So far attempts have not been very successful. 
Troelstra in [30, p. 105], for example, refutes 'the "one-conclusion-at-a-t ime" 
principle. Th,, • present model more or less neglects logical steps in the activity of 
the creative s, ub~ect in the sense that 
(.~ --, e)- - ,  (~-.A ~ I-.B) 
holds in tk '  mode~ (if you know A, you know all its consequences). The following 
principles, which seem intuitively plausible, do not hold in the model: 
F,AvB-'--~ I - .A  v I-,,B, 
F,, 3x Ax  ~ 3x I- ,Ax.  
This is mainly because in Beth models "or"  and "there exist" need not be decided 
at the xpet. 
.Also in our model Myhill's version of Troelstra's principle, discriminating 
b,;tween mathematical nd empirical sequences, is valid (cf [30, p. 105], [24, p. 
1 ~8]). Here we touch on a serious difficulty in our interpretation, namely how 
d~;es one interpret "~ is lawlike"? A sequence is, informally speaking, lawlike if 
v~ e have, here and now, a law (algorithm) determining all the values of ~. For the 
momer~t we will take a simple solution and define a ~ in the model to be lawlike if 
~(~ is total. 
~Those lawlike sequences we will call mathematical. Empirical sequences are 
lawlike in', a wider sense: they depend on the activity of the creative subject in 
t~me. In Farticalur they are introduced by applications of Kripke's schema. Now 
My~'ll proposes ihe following discriminating principle 
M£!/,, -7 I-,,A/x --7 I- ,, 7A  --~ --7 I- ,, (~A = ~), 
where M~ i: interpreted as "~ is mathematical". 
We will show the 'validity in the model. It suffices to show that it is forced in 
each ~; of length n, so let lth e--= n. 
a IF 7 I-.A ¢-~ ~IF I-.A ¢0 aIFA, (1) 
otli- ~ t-,,A ¢0 aIF I-,,A ~ ~ -hA. (2) 
By (2) there is a ,y>~ o~, such that ,yl i-A. 
We want to show that a l l -7 i - , (~a = 0 ,  or cdF~:A = ~. Now let VII-A, for some 
3,~ c~, then "gll-3x,~ax = 1. So if ctll-~A =~:, then 3,1l-:Ix~x -- 1 and hence (because 
~ro] is total) c~ll-3x~x=l. So alF3x ~Ax=l  or ~li-A. Contradiction. Hence 
~A =~. 
The choice of the simple definition of "mathematical lawlike", was made on 
pragmatic grounds, namei7 it is easy to see that those sequences satisfy the axioms 
of EL  (elementary analysis, [20]), which is a kind of minimal requirement. One can 
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however consider a more "local" definition: 
t i f~  ~J is total, 
V(M~, a) = f else. 
For this notion, a slightly more complicated argument establishes the validity of 
the above principle, as well. 
It is well known that Kripke's schema is inconsistent with Church's Thesis (for 
Kripke's argument see [19, p. 145, note 10]). Beating in mind the; relation 
between Kripke's schema l~d the creative subject, this shows the inconsistency of
CS and CT relative to analysis. One could reason, laowever, as follows: the known 
applications of CS depend on KS, i.e. on the presence of sequence variables, so it 
seems plausible that the creative subject cannot influence a-theory unless he has 
the tools (sequences or species). Therefore one could conjecture: adding CS to a 
first order theory yields a conservative extension. This, however, is refuted by 
Theorem 5.3. HA+CT+CS is inconsistent. 
Proof. By CS~ 
Vxy 0-x73z Tyyzv 7~-x-13z Tyyz) 
or 
Vxy 3w (w = 0~--~ I-x ~3z  Tyyz). 
Apply Church's Thesis: 
3e Yxy (t{e}xy A({e}xy = 0n  ~-~ -13z Tyyz)). 
Hence 
Vy (::Ix {e}xy = 0~--~3x }-x 73z  Tyyz), 
so by CS3 Vy (3x {e}xy = 0~-~ 73z  Tyyz). Contradiction. 
Note however that CT is applied to a formula containing 17 so the ques~ion 
remains whether HA + CSt-7CT, when CT is restricted to arithmetical fon'r~ulae. 
So strictly speaking it is still open whether the addition of CS is conservaT:ive. 
6. Lawlesness 
Since we have a moSel for analysis, which allows us a good look at the second 
order objects, i.e. the sequences, we would like to exhibit significant subclasses of 
the universe. The two candidates, that come to mind immediately, are the clas~es of 
lawlike and of lawless sequences. The need for, and usefulness of an introdt~ction 
of distinctions in the ,miverse of sequences has been forcefully argued by Kreisel 
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(cf. [~.6]) and questioned by Kleene ([12]). It is not our purpose to take sides, but 
rathe~r to exlziore the issue by trying to model some concepts. 
We will conc( ntrate on lawless sequences and more or less neglect he lawlike 
ones~ 
Lawless sequences were introduced by Kreisel in [14] under the name of 
absolutely free sequ,;nces, and made the subject of metamathematical investiga- 
tions in [18]~ 
In an a~tempt to jvslify the netion one does well to take the solipsist position. 
Imagine ~he idealized :'nathematician (creative subject) generating an infinite 
s:.Nuencc of natural numbers by making successive choices. In general he can (and 
will) introduce restrictitms on future choices whenever he feels like it. Our 
interpretaticn, as introduced in Section 1.3., represents this general notion of 
choice seq,.'ence (although the actual restrictions are suppressed of course). He 
can, however, introduce higher order restrictions (e.g. restrictions on restrictions) 
and the simplest o come to mind is the (second order) restriction that forbids 
(first order) restrictions. The resulting notion is that of a lawless sequence. 
AloJ~g le~s sophisticated lines one can think of a sequence determined by 
successive throws of a die. 
For lawle~;s ~;equences Kreisel formulated the following axioms: 
L S;I. Given a finite sequence, there exists a lawless sequence xtending it. 
LS2. Intensional equality between lawless sequences i decidable. 
LS3(1). Icon tinuity). The validity of A (,~) depends only on an initial segment of 
L5~3. A multiple variable case of LS3(1). 
For an exter~sive treatment of the theory of lawless sequences, including historical 
remar~% the reader is referred to Troelstrz's forthcoming monograph [33]. 
Compare also r18.30, 311. 
Intensional ,~quality, ~-, between lawless sequences ;is introduced to render 
faithfully the views, of the idealized mathematician. Only for ~ is the decidability 
evident, since the idealized mathematician k ows whether two lawless sequences 
(in casu the mental generating processes) are identical or not. The decidability of 
the extensional equality is a consequence of the feature of independence of the 
intensional inequality, as formulated in LS3. 
Axiom LS3 not only characterizes "individual lawlesness", but, even stronger, a
kind of independence. For this reason lawless sequences have been called 
anti-social. We will try to motivate here a milder form of lawlesness. Suppose 
there are two mathematical subjects I and II. I generates a sequence of natural 
numbers and conveys his successive choices to II. For II the sequence is lawless in 
tile sense that I has told him that he will never make any restrictions. Now it is 
clear that for II equality means extensional equality. I I has no reason to accept 
the decidability of equality. He still retains LS3(1), but (lacking intensional 
equality) he cannot assert LS3. 
We wid first construct a model for these modified lawless sequences. 
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6.1. Prerequisites 
The model of Section 1.3 will be adapted to interpret a language containing 
variables for natural numbers: x, y, z . . . . .  lawlike functions: a, b, c . . . . .  lawless 
sequences: ~, ~, ~, . . . .  
Further, the language contains the usual relations and operations of arithmetic, 
including as many primitive recursive functions as convenient. Lawlike function 
variables have been included to stay as close as possible to Kreisel's conception. 
One can of course, if one wishes, dispense with lawlike variables and imitate 
Kleene's FII~I. The language contains all the gadgets from elementary analysis, 
EL, cf [20], but for the interpretation this is not important. - denotes intensional 
equality, and ~ = ~ (extensional equality) stands for Vx (~x = ~x). 
Apar! from the weU-known axioms for arithmetic (ItA) we have the axioms of 
elementary analysis EL~, which includes AC-NF (cf. [33, Section 1.8.]) for lawlike 
functions and LS1, LS2, LS3 for lawless sequences. 
We will use some simplifying notations: 
~ ~ stands for --1~-- ~, 
~ stands for -- l~=,h 
{~c:n standsfor ~( l thn)=n,  ~(~t , . . . ,G)  standsfor ~<~k~ ~ i  
We now formulate the axioms 
LSI. 
LS2. 
LS3(1). 
LS3. 
Vx 3~5 (¢e x), 
A(~)  ~ ~x v~ (~x = ~x ---, A (~) ) ,  
e~(~, . . . . .  ~:k) A A(,f, . . . . .  ¢ )  
3x [~1 ~ x AV~I(¢ ('t/, ~2 . . . . .  ~k) A n e x --, A(n, '~2 . . . . .  G))]. 
In LS3(1) and LS3 all lawless parameters are shown. LS3(1) is called the 
principle of open data. 
We recapitulate the following weU-klmwn facts (cf. [30, 37]), 
WC, the principle of weak continuity, reads 
v~ ~x A(~, x) ~ V~ ~y Vn (~y = ~y ~ A(n, x)). 
SC, principle of strong continuity, reads 
V,~ _::Ix n(£, x) --~ ::kre go V£ A(f, ~'(~:)), 
where 
and 
r e Ko: = V¢ 3x ~(~x) ¢- 0 AVxy r (x)  ~ 0 -~ ~-(x) = ~-(x * y) 
~-(f) = n := 3x ~'(~x)-- n + 1. 
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For lawles,s sequer~ces we get WC for free: 
LS3(1) ~ WC. 
and in '::he pa'esenee of bar induction (cf. Section 3.4.) Ko is precisely the class of 
Brouwer operations. A simple argument, using LS3, proves that intensional and 
extensi.o,nal equali:y coincide in the theory. 
6.2. The first-rc, ode l  
We consider a model as in Section 1.3., in which we sFecify lawlike and lawless 
sequen<:es by ce:rtain conditions. 
Lawlike funttions are interpreted, ad hoc, as sequences which are already total 
in the bottom node: a t<>~ is total. Note that, assuming AC-£qF classically, the 
lawlike ~unctions ~rivially satisfy the axioms of EL~. 
The definition of lawless sequences is motivated as follows: consider the 
transition from a node in the model to an immediate successor as a single step in 
the acti 'ity of tr~e creative subject (in accordance with Section 5.) and assume that 
the creative subject chooses freely one natural number at each step. We then see 
that ~ is always a partial function with domain {0 . . . . .  lth a}. Moreover at no 
stage wi~;t he future choices be restricted, so the possible courses of action of the 
creative ,;ubject (ie. the paths in the tree) must produce all number theoretic 
functio~:~ as possibilities. This leads us to 
Definifi~u 6.2.L ~ is [awh?ss if 
(i) for each a ~on has domain {0 . . . . .  lth (a)j-, 
(ii) for each e and f~o '~ there is a path P through a, such that 
U {~J  ! ~ ~ P,~ = ,~o,1. f. 
Note thaL of course, she basic conditions of Section 1.3. have to be satisfied. 
Clause (ii) of the definition i~ equivalent to 
(iia) for each a and n there is an immediate successor /3 of a such that 
~tm=:(~l*(n). An e~:ample of a lawless sequence is the "identity" function X 
with X ~"~= a. 
One can conveniently visualize lawless sequences in the model as labelled trees: 
assign to each node a natural number in such a way that immediately above each 
node all numbers occur. 
It remains to give an interpretation of intensional equality. Keeping the creative 
subject-motivation in mind we put 
1 if for all t8 >~ c~ ~t~ = -O tt~, 
V (~-~,a)= 0 else. 
That is a lk~- -~ if ~: and ~ coi~:cide from o~ onward, seen from the outside. 
In contrast o general choice seq lences, equality from the inside and from the 
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outside of ~he model coincides: 
( ) lb~- -~- -~=~l ,  for lawless ~:and 7/. 
For this reason we will not introduce - in our considerations. 
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Lemma 6.2,.2 LS1 holds in the model. 
Proof .  
( ) l~ 'Vx3~(gex)c~AnVBA/3eBV~,  /3tF~en. 
Let k = lth n. Choose for B the set of all nodes of length k. Now for each/3 of 
length k we have to find a ~ with/3 ~-~ e n. We apply a suitable permutation, such 
that X (defined above) comes to pass through n in/3 (topologically speaking we 
apply a very simple homeomorphism to Baire Space). Let 
/3=(ml  . . . . .  ink) and n=(n~ . . . . .  nk). 
Define 
~[<m~,...,m,>*,~] : = ,t n t, . . . .  hi) * a, 
~[<"' ...... '>*~l: = (nh . . . .  ,m i ) *a  ( i~n) ,  
and ~tvl: = V for all other 7- Evidently ~ satisfies Definition 3.1. and since ~m = n, 
we have/3 Ib ~ e n. 
The following lemma i:~ the key to the validity of LS3-, for it establishes that 
the forcing of a single parameter formula in a node a essentially only depends on 
the behaviour of the parameter in a. 
Lemma 6.2.3. I~ A(f;) contains no bound lawless variables, and no lawless 
parameters other than ~, and ~:t~= .0~1, then alt-A(~)¢~ [3t-A(~). 
Proof .  Induction on the structure of  A .  
For atoms it suffices to consider identities of the form t(¢)= n, since we may 
assume sufficiently many primitive recursive functions. 
If t is a numeral, the lemma is trivial. 
Next consider t = ~(t') 
all-~(t') = nl=> all-i~y (~y = nAt '=  y)¢:> V B A v~B ~/ m v, 
y lb~m~=n and ~/Ibt '=m r. 
We want to find an analogous bar B' for /3. Let K'  be a path through /3, then 
along K'  ~/ defines an fe te"  such that U {~tsa[ ~K}=~l t01 , f ,  By part (ii) of 
Definition 6.2.1 there exists a path K through a such that ~ produces the function 
~t,~, f along it. Let ~/c K f3 B, then we determine 6 on K'  such that ~t~ = rlts~. 
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Considering alt paths K' through/3, we find thus a set of nodes 8, which is a bar 
for/3. We sa'.¢ that we have "copied" this bar B'  from B. By the construction of B '  
and ~.:he indt~ct~on hypothesis, we have for all 8 ,-= B', 8 IF t' = m r, where 3, corres- 
pov.ds to ~ according ~o the construction. 
\Vc: also have ,yIF~rn.~ = n. By the nature of ~ this implies m~ <l th  3', hence, by 
~]== ~t,5~, 6 IFt/m v = n. Therefore 81F3y(r/y = nA t '=  y) for all ~ E B',  and hence, 
by the prop6Tties o¢ the Beth model, /31Frl(t')= n. 
The argm:'ent fo:4 t =/ (h  . . . . .  tk) is analogous but simpler as 
3,1Ff(ml . . . . .  ink) = n ¢~ ( )lF/(ml . . . .  , ink) = n. 
Now we proceed to compound formulae. 
Conjunction - -  "~rivial. 
Disjunction ~copy  the bar that occurs in the definition of satisfaction of a 
disjamction. 
r~r~Lplica;: ;on --- 
eI'FA(~)--, B(¢) ¢=> A 3'>~a, 3'IFA(¢) ~ 3'IFB(~). 
Let .~ t>/3, inch that ~IFA(t/). By a standard argument we derive from Definition 
6.2 ~ (ii) the existence of a 3, t> c~, such that ~tv] = v/e~]. By induction hypothesis we 
have 3'!F A (~) and hence 3'IF B(¢). Again by induction hypothesis ~ IF B(~7). This 
shows /3tFA01) ~ B('rl). 
U nive~,sal quantification (both numerical and law l ike ) -  trivial. 
E:dstenr:i~.i quantification (numerical and ]awl ike) -  as disjunction. 
Note tha~ the argument does not work in the presence of lawless parameters or 
qua~tifiers. 
New it is easy to conclude a special case of the principle of open data, namely 
for instance °`where A contains no (free or bound) lawless variables other than ~ 
We denote ~hs case of LS3(1) by LS3-. 
Lemma 6.2.4. LS3- holds in the model. 
Proof. Let alFA(~), then by Lemma 6.2.3 ~t~]= t/t~]=_}alFA(.o). So if n is the 
length of a, then 
otlF ~n = ¢ln ~ alFA(r/) or alF3x V~(~x ='flx--~ A('o)). 
Hence (}IFA(~) ~ 3x Vt/(~x = fix -*  A(,/)). 
It is an open problem whether the full LS3(1) holds in the model. 
Lemma 6.2.5. The equality relation [or lawless sequences is not decidable in the 
model. 
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IProo|. Define X' by 
X'tc~"*~]: = l " *a ;  X'[~°~I:=0 "*a ;  X't~]:=/3 else. 
(0" stands for (0 . . . . .  0), n times.) X' is a correct lawless sequence. Next we define 
by 
~lo"*~>*~: = 0 - ,  (1) ,  x,t~l; ~Em: = ~ else. 
is lawle,J,s We claim ( )Uz~=) fv~x,  since for each n, 0"~=X and 0" t~# X, 
so there is a path on which ~=Xv~x fails. 
The lawless sequences of the model have a mildly social behaviour. Geometri- 
cally this can be seen by observing that the lawlesness i enforced by the condition 
that in dressing up the tree above each node the immediate successors must carry 
all natural numbers. It is easy to see that therefore ~'~ 3!rl Vx[~ox = a~x] holds if a 
is a surjection. 
On the other hand V~3!~ [~1 = ~° a], for a injective, fails, because we cannot 
relate values in nodes of different length. In particular a (lawlikely chosen) 
subsequence of a lawless sequence is in general not lawless. 
Range and Domain thus have totally different properties. This is to be expected 
since shuffling the range means using values of a simultaneously generated 
sequence, but shuffling the domain means using future choices of some sequence. 
Note that V~3!~ [rl = a o~], for surjective a, refutes LS3. 
Since LS3- is the best we have (so far), we also have an analogously restricted 
version of weak continuity: 
WC- V~3xA(~,x)---~V~3x3yVr~(~y=~y---~ A(~,x)), 
where A does not contain lawless parameters other than ~, nor bound lawless 
variables. 
In connection with some variants, discussed in [5], Troelstra pointed out that at 
no extra cost the first model can be generalised so that the symmetry between 
Range and Domain is preserved. His idea is presented below. As most of the 
details are similar to the ones in the preceding lemmas, we leave them to the 
reader. 
DeFinition 6.2.6. The lawless sequences of the second model are given by 
(i) for each a ~ has domain {0 . . . . .  d(~, a)}, where d is strictly monotonic in 
lth (od. 
(ii) for each o~ and each n with positive length there is an immediate s~.~ccessor 
/3 of a, such that (e l=(~l*n .  
Lemma 6.2.7. If A(~) contains no bound or free lawle~;s variables, buf ~, then 
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Proof., Obs ~rve tt~at he lemma implies 
(~ ~= (s ]  z32 [a IF A (~:) ¢:>/3 IF A(~)]. 
The prJ,of is b,/ieduction on the structure of A. We only consider the implication: 
~t,~Jc_ ~ and a l iA ( ( )  .~ B(~), or A 7 ~> a, 3dI-A(~)~ TIFB(~). 
Now let 6~/3 and 61~-A(~). By Definition 6.2.6. there is a y>~a, such that 
~tvJ= ¢~1 Using the induct, ion h3ffJothesis and the observation, we get ~/II-A(~), 
and hence ,/!!rB(~). Another application of the induction hypothesis yields 
811-B(~). This : bows/ ,  6 ~/3 (61FA(~) -,~ 6IF B(~)), or/3 IFA(~) ::> B(~). 
Corollary 6.2,8. The second model satisfies LS3-. 
Prooi. Cf. Lemma 6.2.4. 
Note that the vaiidRy of LS1 is obvious. 
Lemm~ 6.2.9. BI holds in ~:he model 
Proof. The proof in Section 3.4~ has been designed so as to carry through in this 
case. 
There is no way to exploi~ BI, as in [10, p. 348] or [3, p. 54], since the validity 
of AC-NF for ~awlike fur~ctions fails if the formulae are allowed to contain lawless 
quantifie:rs. 
We ,ear, ma~,.e a numbel of variations on this model. One example is shown 
below. However, all of {hem lack the validity of the full LS3, so we must look for 
a more p)werful technique for building models. 
Suppose the, creative subject makes two chaices at each step, then we get a 
"lawless sequencU' of ~.he following kind 
(i) for each a ~ has domain {0 . . . . .  2 lth a}, 
(ii) as i~. Definition 6.2.1. 
We can prove the same lemmas, but we also have V~3!~7 [r/= a o~], where a is 
the permutation of co satisfying a(2n) = 2n ~- 1, a(2n + 1) = 2n. 
By allowing more freedom to the creative subject one get a more social notion 
of lawlesness. 
6.3. Constructing lawless sequences from generic functions 
The theory of generic sets presents us in a very elegant way continuity and 
independence properties. So it seems natural to look for a method to label our 
tree in a generic way. The analogy between, generic sets and lawless sequences 
was already observed by Kreise~ in [15, p. 109]. 
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We will use forcing in (classical) second order arithmetic with furction vari- 
ables. The technique is a modification of Feferman's forcing in [9]. 
Since by now forcing is fairly routine, we will just briefly sketch the method, 
6.3.1. Definitions 
The language of classical second order arithmetic, considered here, contains 
that of first order arithmetic and in addition ranked and unranked function 
variables, f% f, and an extra function constant 4~. 
The rank, p(A), of a formula A is the maximum of all a, such that f" occurs 
free in A and all /3 + 1, such that f~ occurs bound in A. If A does not contain 
ranked vhriables, then p(A) = 0. 
We inductively define a sequence of models ~R~ and the accompanying satisfac- 
tion relation for sequences (~IR~)~<~. 
(i) Let A be a sentence with p(A)<~a. Then (~Ra)~<~A, if A is satisfied~ 
when each/a is taken to range over M~ (the universe of ~)2~). 
(ii) If A has just the free variables x and y and p(A)<~a and 
(~2~)a<~'Cx 3!yA(x, y), then the function g with (Y£R~)~<~VxA(x, g(x)) is an 
element of M,, deno~:ed by Ax ~. A. 
(iii) (~)a<,~A and geM,~, only as required by clauses (i) and (ii). 
The induction closes off at a countable limit ordinal ao and it can be shown that 
~0~0 is a model of full classical analysis. For convenience we will write 7t)2 for i~,,. 
Unranked variables are taken to range over ~he universe M~ of ~ .  We make the 
following convention for the substitution of abstraction terms: 
Let Ax y • A be a function introduced according to clause (ii), then B(Ax ~ . A) 
stands for the formula obtained from B(f) by replacing each subformula of the 
form f(s) = t by A(s, t). 
6.3.2. Forcing 
We first define forcing for ranked statements. P, O , . . .  range over finite sets of 
statements of the form 6(n) = m and (h(n) ~ m. 
(i) P~i -4 ) (n )  = m iff 4~(n) = m ~ P, 
(ii) PII-A, where A is an ,arithmetic atom, iff A holds in the standard model, 
(iii) PII-AvB iffPlt-A or PIt-B, 
(iv) Pli'-~A i l ia Q~_P, Q~-A, 
(v) Pl~-3xA(x)iff V k, PII-A(k), 
(vi) Plt-3f~A(f~)iffthere xists a ranked B(x,y), o(B)<~, such that 
PII-A(AxLB) and PIbVx 3!yB(x, y). 
As in [9], Schiitte's argument ([26], p. 250) can be used to justify this definition. 
For unranked statements we add one clause: 
Pl l-3fA(f) iff V a<e~o, Pi~-zlf~A(f'~), 
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Note that forcing of formulae with parameters f~ need not be defined separately 
since A(f°')~-, A (Ax  'j • B )A  Vx 3!yB for a suitable B, 
A sequence o[ conditions P~ is called generic if 
(i) [ j  ~'i is consistent, 
(ii) /x A V P~ P~DA, where PDA stands for PIFA or PIF - ,A .  The function 4) 
is gerteric if ~b(m) = n ¢:~ 4)(m) = n ~ I j P/. 
The foilo,,ing lemmas are routine, the extra condition in (vi) causes no 
difli, culties. 
Lenm~a. 
(i) I f  A .~oes not contain c~, then PIk A ¢:> ~ A,  
(ii) P Ik0 fm)~ n ¢~ 4~(m)~ n ~ P, 
(iii) P IkVx :A(x )¢~A k A Q~P V Q '~_QQ' IbA(k ) ,  
(iv} PI~Vf A(~ ¢¢, A a < ao Pll'Wf °' A(f~).  
Lemma. 
(i) P IkA and Q~P~ QIkA,  
(iil A,4 AP  V Q~P,  QDA.  
Lemana. (Truth temma). For each sentence A ~ ~ A ¢V V Q,,, Q,  ~ A holds, where 
Qo, Q~ " " ' is: a generic sequence and 79~ the model with the corresponding eneric 4). 
6.3.3 C'~,nstr:~cticn of the generic sequence 
We a~e ac~ually interested in a countable sequence 4~o, ~bl, 4)2 . . . . .  so we will 
consid¢~J .~be (~),. 
First ,~e n6,te that by virtue of the truth lemma & is a total function in ~.  
While consm.cfing the generic sequence we have to impose certain conditions 
on 4) such that i~ the Beth model LS1 will be valid. To achieve this we note that 
for all sequences a in the underlying tree, say of length k, and for all segmer.~ts 
(no . . . . .  ~k-~) the re mttst be a ~ such that ~r,l = (no . . . . .  nk_a). Let 
S.={s~SEO[ l ths<n and s~<n} 
and 
B, = {(s, ';') [ s, s' c S, and l'th s = lth s'}. 
The number of elements of /3 .  is b.. Consider functions hi, defined on sequence 
number~, with numerical values. The functions hi satisfy Bn(h  I . . . .  , hb.), if for the 
i-th pad (s, s') ~ B,, 
(hi((So)), h~((So, sl)) . . . . .  hi(s)} = s'. 
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We now construct he generic sequence 
Qo=0,  
Ol = P10 Bl((¢))p,), 
O.+~ = P.+a U e~+t((~b) o ..... . . . ,  (6)p, ........ ), 
where p~ is the maximum +1 of all ]'s such that (4~)i occurs in P,:. P~+t is an 
extension of Q. such that P,,+~ DA,+~ in the enumeration of all sentences of the 
language. Note that it is convenient o think of (~b)~ as operating on sequence 
numbers. 
6.3.4. The permutations 
Define ,r} (rr for short) by interchanging (4~)i and (4~)~: 
It(do(i, k)"=m):=~b(j, k )~m and ~r 2= 1. 
For the syntactic translation we only have to interchange occurrences of (~b)~ and 
(~b)j, therefore replace in each formula ~b(s) = t by 7r(~b(s)= t), where 
~r(4,(s) = t) :=  [(s)o = i, ' ,  4,(q,  (s) , ) )  = t ]v  [(S~o = i A 4,((i, (s)O) = t] 
v[(s)o # i A (S)o# j A 4)(S) = t]. 
Permutation Lemma. PII-A ¢:~ ¢r(P)IF ¢r(A). 
ProoL (i) A is atomic. 
For arithmetical A the lemma is trivial. Consider A ~ 4~(m)= n, (re)o= too, 
(m) l  = ml ,  
rr(A) = [too = iA~b(j, ml) = n]v[mo=jAqb( i ,  ml) = n]v  
v[rno # i A too# i A O(m) = n]. 
Only & needs attention. There are three cases to treat, because if zr(P)lb~r(A), 
then 1r (P) IF [ . . . ]  v [ . . . ]  v [. . .] .  Since a condition forces no false atoms, rr (P) forces 
precisely one of the disjuncts, namely the disjunct in which the value of mo is 
correctly indicated. 
We only consider ~r(P)lkmo = iA4)(], m~) = n where m0 = i. Now each extension 
of ~r(P) has an extension that forces ,bG, mr) = n. That is only possible if 
4~(/', ml) = n e ~r(e), or ¢ (m)  = n e e. 
(ii) A not atomic. Routine. 
6.4. Construction of the model for LS 
We use a Beth model with the set of all finite sequences of natural numbers as 
underlying tree. The (numerical) universe is w. The interpretation of aritlunetic ts 
classical and the lawlike sequences are interpreted by sequences which are total at 
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the boltom node (and belong to ~[~). The lawless sequences are constructed from 
&, in accordance w,~th Definitions 6.3.1. 
From now on the symbol II- will have two meanings. The reader will, however, 
experience no difficulty in making the right choice. 
Def in i l i on  6.~, .1.  (!) ¢~]  (tth a ) := ($ )~(a) ,  
(i i) a ,1- ff~ ~ ~, : = i = ]. 
Note that, see~ from the outside, there are only countably many lawless sequ- 
ences in the rnt: tel. 
Lemma @4.2. LS1 holds in the model. 
Proof. We show ( )li-3~(~:E n). Let the length of n be k. Each sequence a of 
length k in the tree carries a ~i, because some (4~)~ is forced to have those values 
on a by some B,0~. So o.,l~-i~ e n. The a 's  of length k form the required bar. 
6.5. Trmslation of the Beth satisfaction 
We are dealing with two notions of satisfaction simultaneously, namely classical 
satisfac~:~on with respect o ~ and a reinterpretation of the intuitionistic onnec- 
tives, as given by Beth. In order to be able to exploit the features of generic 
function's we will !have to reduce Beth satisfaction to classical satisfaction. This is 
accompli~;hed below. Note that the translation differs from the corresponding one 
for Kfipke semantics in that even for first order logic the translation requires 
second o:rder classical ogic. 
We wi;!l assi~n to each a and A an A*, such that 
,a [FA <~A*(a) .  
The transAation ~ is defined inductively. 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
A is an arithmetic atom: A*= A. 
A := a (m)= n, where a is interpreted by f~. A*:=B(m, n), where B 
defines f0. We wilt write A* := fZ(m)= n for convenience. 
A := ~,,, = ~,,, A*:=m=n.  
A := ~,(m) = n, 
A* = V/3[lth/3 = m A (/3 ~< a v a ~</3) ~ (&)~/3 = n]. 
A:=BAC,  
A :=BvC,  
A :=B-+C,  
J := -qB, 
A := 3xB(x), 
A* := B*(a) A C*(a). 
A* := Vf~ a 3x[B*(fx) v C*(fx)]. 
A* := V/31> a[B*(/3) --> C*(/3)]. 
A* :=V/3 I> a[-qB*(/3)]. 
A* := Vf~ a3y3xB*(fy, x), 
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(10) A :=VxB(x), 
(11) A :=~aB(a), 
(12) A :=VaB(a), 
(13) A : = V,fB(~), 
(14) A :=~B(O,  
A* := VxB*(o~, x), 
A* := Vf e aZlx~gB*(fx, g) 
A* :='qgB*(ot, g). 
A*  := VxB*(a, (~b)x), 
A* :='~']'6 a~x~yB* ([y, (40x). 
Translation Lemma. a II-A ¢:> ~l I -A*(a).  
Proof. Induction on A. 
The definition of A* has been designed so as to mimic the satisfaction in the 
Beta model. It is important o observe that ~ is a model for full analysis, so that 
satisfaction in the Beth model can be dealt with in ~0~. E.g. if the existence o[ a bar 
is asserted, then it should be given by an element of ~c~. 
We will treat a couple of cases by way of example. 
(10) alI-3aA(a)gz>there is a bar B such that for each node/3 of B there is a 
lawlike function a such that/3 ~-A(a) ¢~ on each path K through a there is a node 
/3 and an a such that 13lI-A(a)C~Afea V x V a,, fxbA(a) .  Since each a is 
interpreted by a g in ~R, the latter statement is equivalent to ~RlbVf~ 
a ~x :IgA*(fx, g). 
(12) a II-V~A(~:) ¢:~ A ~,, ot II-A(~,) ¢:~ 92~Vx A*(a, (49)x). 
6.6, Validity o[ LS3 
LS3 ~ (~,,,, ~-2 . . . . .  ~.k)/xA(~. . . . . .  ¢,,~) --~ 
3x[~,, exAV~ex (~(~, ~. . . . . .  ~.~)~ A(~, ~,~ . . . . . .  ~.k))]. 
Note that alF~(~,,  . . . . . .  ~,,k) means that nl~n~ ( l< i<k) .  Now let al~- 
A(~, . . . . . . .  ~,,~), then by the translation lemma ~J~:A*(a., (4~).,, . . . .  (4a),,~). 
And so by the truth lemma 
OlFA*(ct,(4~).,, . . . .  (¢b).~) for some Q~U O~. 
By a simple inductive argument, it follows from the definition of forcing that we 
may take a Q only containing conditions on the (4') . . . . . . . .  (4~).~. Next consider 
1r = ~r~,~ for some m ~ n~ (i > 1) 
• "(Q)t~" Ir(A*(a, (4~) . . . . . . .  (40,,~). 
By elementary logic and the definition of ~- 
¢r(A*(a, (~b).,, . . . .  (¢b).~)) ~--> A*(a, (da) . . . . . .  (dp},,~). 
We now impose on (~)., the condition that it coincides with (~b)., on Q, i.e. if 
dO(hi, k ) : le  Q, then also tb(m~ k)7_l holds. Therefore ¢r(Q) = Q 'c  [.J Q~. 
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Since rr(A*(~,(~b) . . . . . .  )**A*(a, (~b), , , . . . )  holds in the model, by the truth 
lemma we cz'n find an extension Q" of Q' such that Q"II-A*(a, (~b) . . . . . .  ) and 
O"~UQ,. 
As before 'we conclude o~lI-A(~m, ~, . . . . .  ). It now remains to find the required 
initial segment of ~,,. Consider all (~b),, (p )=q ~ O and determine the maximal 
length of a:il ~hose sequence numbers p, say h. Then 
o~lt-(.,,h=~,,,h~-%(4)),, and (4'),,, 
both obey O, h::'nce all A(~:, . . . . .  ). So ~lt-~,,h = ~:,~h ---> A(~:~ . . . .  ). 
Observing the c~'ndition on ,n, we actually have 
o~lt-V~ (~ (~, ~:,~,...)AL, h=~h~A(~, . . . ) )  
or 
cr I~-'.--]x ~(~,, c x /xV~ x (~ (~,...)--~ A(~,. . . ))) .  
This completes the proof of the validity of LS3. Observe that the condition 
(~,.. i is very plausibie if we want to avoid inconsistencies in or(Q). 
It is hardly ~ecessary to mention that LS2 holds in the model. So we have 
shown ',hat the present model indeed is a model of the full theory of lawless 
sequences. 
In co,;~tructing the model we have not verified whether or not it is a special 
case of ,the nattrral model. As a matter of fact it is (although it is not relevant o 
the resul'ts), since it is easy to see that Ax • ~'~*~ (lth a + 1) is surjective on account 
of the properties of the generic 4). 
Note that LS3 straightforwardly implies WC, so the model satisfies WC. 
7. Add~fi~ai at~plieafions of forcing 
When we restric: the main construction of Section 6 to the binary fan, all results 
go through. As a matter of fact we can then copy Feferman's construction 
literally, since we can use generic sets instead of generic functions. 
Since we restrict both the underlying tree and the sequences to 0-1-values, bars 
in the tree can be taken to be finite sets. This has the following consequence for 
the lawless sequences: we cannot force any ~ not to be zero on all bars, hence (by 
genericity of 40 there is for each ~i a bar B such that for each /3 e B 
~tzl(mz) =0 for appropriate mz. 
So V~ Bx ~(x)= 0 holds in the model. In the presence of LS 1 this contradicts the 
fan theorem: 
V~ ~x A(~, x) ~ 3z Vff 3x VT/[~z = g/z --~ A('0, x)]. 
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Oiae can verify a number of rather unusual properties in this model, e.g. 
v~ Vy 3x (~x = y), v~ Vy 3x > y (~x = 0). 
Note that as a consequence this model does not satisfy (ii) of Definition 6.2.1. 
From the failure of the fan theorem we conclude that strong continuity fails in 
the model described in Section 6. As a result we have the independence of strong 
continuity from weak continuity for lawless sequences. 
Another use of forcing is that we can bypass the labour of Section 6.2. For by 
considering the collection of all generic functions and using them for the construc- 
tion of the first model we automatically get the validity of LS3-, via the continuity 
properties of the generic functions. 
Yet another application pertains to apartness relations on LS. An apartness 
relation, )~¢, on a species is governed by the laws 
Vxy(-nx#y~-.~,x = y), Vxy(x#y ~ y#x),  
Vxyz(x#y ~ z#x v z#y)  
(cf. [3, p. 10] [30, p. 15]). In general a species can carry many distinct apartness 
relations. It is a simple exercise to construct a Kripke model, allowing various 
apartness relations. Cf. [7] for Kripke models without apartness relation. In the 
case of the lawless sequences there are two quite natural candidates for an 
apartness relation. Define ~#rl :=:::lx(,~(x)J:~(x)). It is obvious that both # and 
satisfy the above laws. 
Using LS4 we can show that # and ¢: are distinct. The notation is taken from 
[20] or [33]. 
Clearly ~#~ ~ ~ rh the converse fails. Suppose ~¢= 77--, ~#~. The by LS2 
V~n(~#nv£ =rl), or 
Vfn3z((z  = 0---, ~#n)A(z~O-~  = n)). 
By LS4 
3e ~ k(e((f, n)) = 0---, ~#*l) /\ e((f, n)) # O ~ ~= n)). 
In particular e((~, ~)) ~ 0 for any ~. So let e((~k, ~k)) ¢: 0 for some k. Then also 
e((~, ~1)) # 0, for some ~1, with rl ~- ~k * (~(k) + 1). Therefore ~ = ~, contradiction. 
It has turned out that ~ is a proper extension of #.  However it is quite 
straightforward, giwen those two apartness relations, to construct families of 
incomparable apartness relations. The above facts were observed indendently by 
Troelstra (see the Appendix). 
In view of the cruxial use of LS4 one suspects that LS1, LS2, LS3 are nc, t 
sufficient o establish the distinctness of # and ~.  This confirmed by the following 
construction. 
Consider the model for lawless sequences on the binary tree, constructed 
above. This model refutes LS4, so we will try ~o use it for our present purpose. 
Note that the lawless sequences ~ and ~i in the model satisfy ~ # ~:i ff i ~ j. 
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Now observe that, by the truth lemma and the properties of the generic 
sequence, for cvery distinct pair i, ] there must be a horizontal bar (which is 
finite!), so that ~ I ~  for each /3 in the bar. This shows that we have 
~:~ i ~ -~ (~#~ in the model. 
We can also u~e the generic functions to establish the independence of LS3 
from I_Jg3(1). Define ~ as in Definition 6.4.1 and introduce one more sequence ~5 
by 
~t~(kl= 1¢° -" " for k even, 
[~?t~"~(k) for k odd. 
Then Vx (£(2x)= ~o(2X))A ~ ~o, this leads to a refutation of t,S3. The validity of 
LS3(1) is clea::. 
8. Con,duding remarks 
In the preceding pages we have sketched a framework for modelling various 
notion~ of choice sequence. The method is far from perfect as in all cases the first 
order ~ragment is classical. We believe, however, that the models show some 
promis,~ of future adaptation to model theoretic manipulation. 
An ~dvantage of the model(s) was that we could actually exhibit subclasses of 
sequen,zes in the ~niverse of all sequences. It would be interesting to know if some 
of these subclasses are definable. We consider some definable classes below. The 
first example is inspired by generic sets. 
Con,~dder choice sequences in the binary fan. Define a species D of natural 
number; to be dense if for each sequence n there is an extension m such that 
m ~D. 
We nc~w con.,dder the class G of all ~j such that for each lawlike dense species 
D -q--q~x (~:E D). 
l,etruna 8.1, (a) 1 Or i'awless sequences V~j (,fc G) holds, 
~b) For lc~wlike sequences Va ~g G hc, lds. 
Proof. (a) Let ~: and D be given and suppose ~::lx (~x~D),  then 
(£ c n A V~/6 n ~::lx (~x C D)) for some n. By definition there is an extension m of 
n such that m ~ D. By choosing 7/~-m we produce a contradiction. 
(b) Let a be given. Define D by n c D iff a~ l:. D is lawlike, dense and for no 
x, ~x c D. 
So far Lemma 8.1 tells us that G separates the lawless and lawlike sequences. 
That G differs from the class of lawless sequences follows from the observation 
that G is closed under the operation ~:---~ sgo ~j. One simply defines 
(no, •. nk) /" .. •, ., ~D • = (sg(&O, sg(nk))~D. 
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D '  is dense i f fD is dense and ~neD'C-~s'ffo£n~D. So £eGi f f '~o~G.  
G has some properties in common with the species of lawless sequences, e.g. 
V~-7-n:Ix ~x = 0 and -n3~ 3a (~ = a) 
One could also try to enlist the assistance of the creative subject for the purpose 
of defining subclasses. Here is a first try: Let 
A(~:) := Vx 3yt- ~(x+ 1)= y, 
B(~): = Vx -13y l- ~(x  + 1) = y, 
C(t/) := Vx -n3y ~- ~(x  + 1) ~ y. 
B(~) is a slight variation of AF(oq tr) in [25, p. 196]. 
Intuitively the conditions A, B, C mean respectively: 
at step p we know the first p values of ~; 
at step p we do not know the (p+l )  'h value of ~; at step p no number is 
excluded as the next (i.e. (p + 1) th) value of ~. 
Interpreted in our model we get: 
~lkA(~) means that on the bar B v of nodes of length p (relative to a)  the initial 
segment of length p is determined. 
albA(~:)AB(~) means that on Bp+~ (relative to a) ~ is not constant at the 
immediate successors of the same node. 
a II-A(~)/x C(() means that at Bo (relative to a) for each node ~(p + 1) takes all 
numerical values at its immediate successors. 
C turns out to be stronger than B, which is not surprising since we can prove 
C(~) ~ B(~). 
As a result we get that LS(~):-- A(~)A C(~) characterizes the lawless sequences 
in our model according to Definition 6.2.1. Again the class approximates the class 
of the lawless sequences, but it is too large. 
Likewise one can try to characterize the |awlike functions. One solution is 
indicated by Church's Thesis. In our model theoretic framework this is not a 
fruitful approach, knowing the conflict between Church's Thesis and Kripke's 
Schema. 
Instead, we can adopt the language of the creative subject and say that ~ is 
lawlike if at a particular moment we know all the future values (potentially, if you 
like). 
In symbols L l (~) :=3z  Vx ::ly b~x = y. In the model LI(~) characterizes the 
class of all sequences which are "eventually total", i.e. for which there is a bar, 
such that for each /3 in the bar ~tm is total. 
This seems a reasc, nable notion of lawlikeness. Translating it into topological 
language (see Section 2), "lawlike" means locally constant, which is (in a sfightly 
different situation) Scott's "definite", [28, p. 209]. Unfortunately the class does 
not seem to have enough closure properties, so a better candidate would be 
welcome. 
The lawlike functions we used in Section 6.2 are characterized by Vx ::ly I~', ,~x = y. 
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Appendix to D. van Dalen's "An interpretation of intuitionistic analysis" 
A.S. TI~OELS~PRA 
University o] Amsterdam 
. 
We intend tc show i a this appendix that it is not necessary to apply forcing 
techniques in o~der to obtain Beth models for the theory of lawless sequences- -  
exploitation of some kuown results on the metamathematics of the theory of 
lawless s.equence:s (elimination theorem, reductiop_ to the theory of a single lawless 
sequence) provides us with a very simple construction of a Beth model. In fact, if 
is the elirail~afion mapping for the fragment LS ~ of the theory of lawless 
sequences dealiag with formulae containing at most one lawless parameter, ~'(A) 
corresponds exactly to the definition of validity in the standard Beth model where 
al~-~n : m (~: a lawless variable) holds ifflth (a )> n and (a),  = m. Thus working 
with such a Beth model is r¢.,ally equivalent o working with ~'. 
Althou~gh we can thus avoid various applications of forcing techniques, the use 
of such techniques is probably more f lex ib le- -at  least heuristically one can 
expect t~3 bene~t from the extensive xperience with forcing methods. 
In thi~; connection it is worth noting that the interpretation of LS in [8], as has 
been verified b) r G.Fo van der Hoeven, also may be viewed as a combination of 
the same two ~deas: elinfination of choice sequences for the fragment LS ~, 
together with the: ~se of a single lawless sequence to construct a countable model 
for LS. 
As befo,:e, th.~e restrictions of LS3 and LS4 where only a single lawless 
parameter is involved° are denoted by LS3(1), LS4(1). LS4 corresponds to LS5 in 
[30]. Our :',otation is adapted to van Dalen's paper; in other respects we follow 
l.~l~]. 
2. Basic facts on LS 
The following two results on the metamathematics of LS are exploited (proofs 
see [31, 33 (3.22)]). 
Elimination theorem 2.1. There exists a mapping "r, such that formulae of LS 
without free lawless parameters are mapped to formulae of |DB1, and such that for 
A not containing lawless variables free: 
(i) r(A ) ~- A for A a formulae of IDBI,  
(ii) LSl- A ~-> ~-(A), 
(iii) LS[-A <::> lOB 1 i-T(A). 
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Theorem 2.2. (reduction of LS to the theory LS ~ of a single lawless sequence). 
Let LS ~ be the fragment of LS dealing with formulae containing at most one 
lawless parameter f ee. (LS ~ is axiomatized by LS1, LS3(1), LS4(1)). Let A be a 
formula not containing lawless parameters free, and let A* be obtained from A 
by interpreting the range of the lawless quantifiers as 
g~={n*(~) , , :neN},  ~5 lawless, 
with (~')~ =Ay-,f j(x, y). (I.e. the effect of this is that lawless quantifiers are 
replaced by number quantifiers.) We put 9(A) = - d~V~A~'; then 
(iv) LSt-A ,-~o(A), 
(v) LS~-A ¢¢,LS~-p(A). 
3. '~e  Beth mo,,tel 
We shall describe a Beth model for LS t with (N <°', --<. ) as underlying partially 
ordered system (i.e. the set of all finite sequences with the obvious partial 
ordering). We interpret the natural numbers by themselves, and also lawlike 
functions and K-functions; which means that they are regarded as completely 
determined in node ( ) ,  e.g. for the constant a for a lawlike function a we have 
( },t-ar~=mC~an=m 
(n,m numerals corresponding to n, m) and similarly for K-functions. 
The crucial point is the interpretation of the (single) lawless sequence ~: in any 
branch of the model, the branch itself serves as the interpretation of ~: 
(*) a l l ' (n=m~lth(a)>n/~(~) ,=mCz~Aa~a(an=m),  
i.e. on any branch ~ ~ c~, -~(lth (a))= a. To spell it out, we have 
(i) a II-(t[~] = s[~])= def/k a ~ a(t[a] = s[a]), 
(ii) a l t -V~A~do,(  )II-A, 
(iii) all-3~A~=--a~f ll-3n V~e n A~, 
(iv) All the other clauses as usual. 
Note that unwinding the definition of ( )II-A, for A a formula of LS ~, not 
containing a lawless parameter, shows that ( )IFA is defined as ¢'(A), where r is 
the elimination mapping mentioned in Theorem 2.1. Therefore 
Theorem. The Beth model described above is a model for LS ~ - -  and this [act is 
provable intuitionistically, as well as classically (since IDB~ is a subsystem of 
classical analysis). 
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4. Pro!iecfions of lawless sequences 
The idea used :~n Section 3 also permits us to construct a model for the theory 
of a univer~,e ~K as in [20, 33]): 
,; (3_  ~-{e l~:e~I} ,  I~K,  ~ lawless, 
where ~ is a sel o ~ K-functions. In our applications I is definable in IDB1. In this 
case, the theory of ?1~ is contained in a definitional extension of LS t obtained by 
adding variablrcs for e~ements of N~. Instead of clause (i) in Section 3, or (*), we 
now put for al- elemel~t e l~ of 9/~ 
(i)* o~l~-(e[ On=n;cr~ A aca( (e la )n=m) .  
As a first application we have 
Theor:~m. A Beth model [or LS is obtained if we interpret he lawless sequences in 
the Beth model as ranging over a countable set of systems of partial [unctions ~'~], 
i=0 ,  1, 2 , . . .  ; here 
~Jn  = m-=d~A a ~ o~((i * (a),)n = m). 
Or eq~ivalentiy, for the lawless variable ~ we put 
~ I~ ~irl = m ¢-~ A a ~ ~((i * (a)i)n = m). 
ProoL Apply the idea fo~.r the construction of a Beth model to the universe ~1¢ 
(for ~l'~':~ described in Theorem 2.2, and use Theorem 2.2. 
A second application is. contained in the next section. 
5. 
Theoreau. LS3 is in~ependent of IDB1 + LS1 + LS2 + LS3(1), and we can produce 
a Beth model for LSI, LS2, LS3(1), which does not satisfy LS3. 
ProoL We put 
Per (a)~d~e A x V y(ay = x)/x A xy(ax = ay ~ x = y) 
(i.e. a is a lawlike permutation of the natural numbers). 
PeW (a) -a~r A x((a)~ ~ Per). 
For any a ~Per ~ we define the continuous operation F,:NN---~ N N by F~= 
Ax • a~(¢x). We shall extend I~ also to finite sequences by putting 
E, (~x) = (r~Ox, 
or equivalently 
1~ (xo . . . . .  x.) = ((a)o(x,.) . . . . .  (a). (x.)). 
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We need a 
Lemma. Let G c Per" be a group with composition as group operation; let F~ Ft, 
F2, 1"3 . . . .  be used for elements of G. If  A (~1 . . . .  , ~)  is a formula of LS, we let 
Ao(F~ . . . . .  F,) be the formula obtained by interpreting the lawless quantifiers as 
ranging over {FO: F ~ G}, 0 a sequence of natural numbers. Then 
A o ~ n Ao (/'1 . . . . .  F~) ¢~ A o ~ F- ~ nAro (F~ . . . . .  [;,) 
A 0 ~ F-~n Ao(F~F, . . . .  I',F). 
ProoL By induction on the logical complexity of A. 
lYroof of the theorem, continued. Take for G the subgroup of Per t' generated by 
the elements /'(~,~,z> with the property that 
(F~..~.z>Ou = v ¢:> (u#- x A~u = v )v (u  = x A u = y Av --- z) 
V(U = XAR ~- gAy- - - - -X ) ,  
i.e. F<~.y,z> permutes the values u, v at the x m argument. 
Obviously, /7(~!y.=>  F<~,y,~>, and for F, F '  in G F~= F '~vF~#F'~ is effectively 
decidable (since any finite product of /'<,,~,~> changes finitely many values at 
finitely many arguments). Also, for any 0, n there is a Fe  G such that FO ~ n. 
Now if we interpret the lawless sequences as ranging over {F~:F<G},  
lawless, then LS1, LS2 are obviously satisfied. To establish LS3(I), we need the 
lemma. Assume Ae(F). Then there is an n, such that ~je n, A ,~  nAe(I'). 
Take any F '6  G, such that F'n = !'n. Then F-~F'n = n, and so 
A ~E F'- lFn A~(Fr-lF'),  
i.e. A ~ nAe(F'), which implies A~(F'). Therefore 
A~(I-) ~ V n[ee ~ n/x A IF' ~ G(F'n = Fn ~ A~(F))], 
which expresses LS3(1) for our universe. 
The invalidity of LS3 follows directly since we can find distinct elements {~, ~c, of 
our universe such that ~ ~', but ~ = e ] g' for a lawlike e ~ K. 
Note also that in this model ~ (~-+3x(~x¢= ~'x), i.e. the two natural apartness 
relations in a model of LS1-2 coincide. 
In LS on the other hand one can prove with logic, LS1 and LS4, IDBt that 
-~v~' (~ ( -+ 3x(~x# ~'x)) 
and thus LS4 is independent of LS1, 2, LS3(1). (This even holds if LS4 is replaced 
by the weaker assertion, where it is only required of neighbourhoad functions that 
they also define a functional on lawlike sequences). 
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